
CAR WASH BUSINESS PLAN IN PAKISTANI

KKE Wash Systems KKE Pakistan This section discusses the various aspects of planning a Car Wash Business or any
vehicle washing business for that matter . Truck Wash Business Planning, Two Wheeler Wash Business Planning
almost.

But they are very costly in providing such services. The unit would be located near auto mechanic workshops,
car showrooms etc, It is assumed that service station should be established in any major city of Pakistan
because of development and increase in the number of vehicles. However, this option is suitable for price
conscious people who do not like to clean their vehicles themselves. The problem is that people dont look for
quality they look for "jugaar" they will compare your top notch karcher equipment with javed pump with
scarecrow holding pipe with one finger. The estimated total cost of a car wash service station in Pakistan is
Rs. When the influencer comes back, they gracefully welcome them to their shiny new car, pitch their service,
and subtly nudge them to share feedback on Facebook. Owners of old luxury vehicles Local businesses
Owners of sports cars 2. If you were to plot their number of users over time, you would end up with the
famous hockey stick curve that every entrepreneur dreams of: Image via LinkedIn Brainstorming, designing,
and implementing growth hacks is part of my work description at both Jumpshare , a file sharing startup, and
PriceOye. Automatic washer wont suffice here. This production capacity is estimated to be economically
viable and justifies the capital as well as operational costs of the project. The station will have an installed
capacity of servicing auto vehicles per day on single shift of 8 hours basis. I would suggest xubi to go for an
oil change business instead. The following subsections describe different types of car owners 3. I agree with
waseef. Car wash business in Pakistan IMO is a waste of time and money unless you have some really odd
plan of business. Currently, no big companies are in the business of car wash, so it is the best opportunity for
PSO to establish new car wash and cleaning services with excellent quality in order to retain regular
customers. Khan, Nowshera and Peshawar, etc. Then the labour you hire will try to rob you blind and even
plan to do other things too. They wont give a damn if you are using correct car shampoo or just using "bonus
detergent" or even "shaved lado sabun". In addition, some lifetime owners like cleaning and presentable look
of their vehicles and for this purpose they will bring them for car wash and inside car cleaning services.
Therefore, the company already has a competitive edge over other petroleum companies. Here in Pak, we need
to wash under the mudguards, under the car floor etc with a lot of hard work. For example, Islamabad is a
capital of Pakistan and different from other cities in terms of modernisation, traffic, culture, social values, and
economic condition of the inhabitants and expatriates. Operational Capacity of Car Wash Service Station in
Pakistan The total installed capacity of the proposed service station is to provide cleaning and washing
services to around 57, vehicles and other items annually. PSO will aim to inform these potential customers
that the company have started such services for keeping their car looking good and clean. Quality of services
provided to the customers in order to get a comparative advantage.


